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Please keep in johns file for all to access for future reference please. 

Access to all pics of johns hands shareable downloadable link here… 

https://mega.nz/folder/Ej41iARQ#IOKhekE3VIk559ug1e2n7g 

 

More Detailed Q1 

 

Apologies, but perhaps I should have been a little clearer in my first request, and have re-worded it so it 

makes better sense… 

 

1 Please supply me an empty used container of the hand wash what was used (on Friday 27-03-2022 by 

Miss Basche we think, but also whatever soaps or handwashes you have used on the children on any other 

day, any other week, since the start of this year for sake of reference. I want copies of those too please, 

Data sheets and ingredients please)  

I mean the stuff used to clean the childrens hands everyday to wash dirt or germs off when you want their 

hands to be cleaned with soap and water or hand wash and water. please supply me a copy of your data 

sheet related to the use of this product as per cosh guidelines and a list of ingredients in a manner 

convenient to you.. 

 

Your quote “the only other chemical likely to be used in class is our handwash’’ 

My response. Yes! That’s the one I meant in my first question. That’s the one I believe has caused the 

issue. So, Yes Please! I would like the data sheet and the ingredients list at the very least please thank you. 

Apologies for not making that clearer in the first question. 

 

2 you have dealt with this sufficiently thank you. 

 

We have stuck a bar of johnsons soap in the bag in a plastic soap tub. Feel free to keep at the school in a 

way most convenient to your staff, and use the bluebook to let us know when you need a new bar. 

 

Ps. Thank you for being so accommodating and understanding, and may god bless you, god guide you, and 

god protect you and all your wonderful staff... 

Mum n dad… 
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